will alsop quits architecture for painting

Mr Alsop, please reconsider.

I thought he was leng the Architecture by the arsc passion. Neither of them!

Great concept. Lets make a list of architects that should quit for good to become painters, busdrivers or shoe salesmen. Nothing against Aslop.

If he had any balls he would stay in the field and take the beang.

if he had any balls he would stay in the field and take the good.

Another Sergio Ferro.

but probably didn't quit drinking the boom is not sharp center.

about life its all ups and down and it's not any different being a artist stay in there and take the good with the bad interesng, we would not have any greatness if every one thought like that, not so brilliant when it come to

Give thanks to Price Charles.

I thought he was leng the Architecture by the arsc passion. Neither of them!

Architecture needs Will Alsop, noone else has any balls!

Mr Alsop, please reconsider.

partly the result of opposion to his style of architecture within parts of the establishment.

away from day-to-day architecture and launch a 'serious inquiry into painng' instead. he said his decision was at an age when most architects are entering their most producve years, alsop, 61, announced his plans to walk

a consultant in the firm.

will alsop works on a sketch in his trademark colours at this offices in baersea, south london photo sara lee

sharp center for design image courtesy alsop architects

the public – art gallery photo paul pickard image courtesy alsop architects

peckham library image courtesy alsop architects

them the sasfacon of saying no.'

doing nothing for the london 2012 olympics and it has got to the point where I don't feel like asking so I don't give 'there are so many hangers on and architectural advisers who know nothing and it gets in the way. for example I am pulling teeth,' he said.

to sell his firm to venture capitalists aer it entered administraon.

known for his somewhat controversial designs alsop received the royal instute for brish architects building of the

alsop architects

partly the result of opposion to his style of architecture within parts of the establishment.

will now be guided by managing director duncan maucaulay.

will alsop, the srling prize winning architect will quit his pracce to spend more me painng, but will connue as

a consultant in the firm.

will alsop, the slng prize winning architect will quit his pracce to spend more me painng, but will connue as

a consultant in the firm.
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david chipperfield architects

display the working pracces of david chipperfield, who was announced as a ribbon award winner for his Woodstock project, in new york city. the exhibition, on view at the architect's office until january 26, 2009, will be

time-lapse video of the construction of chipperfield's silver dancing oscar.

chipperfield, and

david chipperfield architects

shortlist includes

jan 26, 2009
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